Modern genomics techniques generate overwhelming quantities of data. Extracting 13 population genetic variation demands computationally efficient methods to determine 14 genetic relatedness between individuals or samples in an unbiased manner, preferably de 15 novo. The rapid and unbiased estimation of genetic relatedness has the potential to 16 overcome reference genome bias, to detect mix-ups early, and to verify that biological 17 replicates belong to the same genetic lineage before conclusions are drawn using 18 mislabelled, or misidentified samples. 19 We present the k-mer Weighted Inner Product (kWIP), an assembly-, and 20 alignment-free estimator of genetic similarity. kWIP combines a probabilistic data 21 structure with a novel metric, the weighted inner product (WIP), to efficiently calculate 22 pairwise similarity between sequencing runs from their k-mer counts. It produces a 23 distance matrix, which can then be further analysed and visualised. Our method does 24 not require prior knowledge of the underlying genomes and applications include 25 detecting sample identity and mix-up, non-obvious genomic variation, and population 26 structure. 27 We show that kWIP can reconstruct the true relatedness between samples from 28 simulated populations. By re-analysing several published datasets we show that our 29 results are consistent with marker-based analyses. kWIP is written in C++, licensed 30 under the GNU GPL, and is available from https://github.com/kdmurray91/kwip. 31 Author Summary 32 Current analysis of the genetic similarity of samples is overly dependent on alignment to 33 reference genomes, which are often unavailable and in any case can introduce bias. We 34 address this limitation by implementing an efficient alignment free sequence comparison 35 algorithm (kWIP). The fast, unbiased analysis kWIP performs should be conducted in 36 preliminary stages of any analysis to verify experimental designs and sample metadata, 37 catching catastrophic errors earlier. 38 kWIP extends alignment-free sequence comparison methods by operating directly on 39 sequencing reads. kWIP uses an entropy-weighted inner product over k-mers as a 40 PLOS 2/29 estimator of genetic relatedness. We validate kWIP using rigorous simulation 41 experiments. We also demonstrate high sensitivity and accuracy even where there is 42 modest divergence between genomes, and/or when sequencing coverage is low. We show 43 high sensitivity in replicate detection, and faithfully reproduce published reports of 44 population structure and stratification of microbiomes. We provide a reproducible 45 workflow for replicating our validation experiments. 46 kWIP is an efficient, open source software package. Our software is well documented 47 and cross platform, and tutorial-style workflows are provided for new users. 48 Introduction 49 A major application of DNA sequencing is comparing the genetic make-up of samples 50 with one another to either identify commonalities, and thus detect relatedness, or to 51 leverage the differences to elucidate function. Initially, one seeks to confirm assumed 52 genetic lineages and replicates, or to group samples into families, populations, and 53 species. Estimating the genetic relatedness between a broad collection of samples must 54 avoid bias and have minimal per sample cost. 55 Nowadays, the vast majority of studies in population genomics are performed using 56 next generation sequencing (NGS) [1]. The methods commonly employed to analyse 57 whole genome DNA sequencing data rely on two complementary concepts: the assembly 58 of reference genomes, and comparing samples to this reference by re-sequencing, read 59 mapping, and variant calling. This approach, while functional in model organisms, is 60 not ideal. Selecting the reference individual is mostly random, generating a reference 61 genome assembly is time consuming and costly [2, 3], and analyses based on read 62 alignment to a possibly inappropriate reference genome sequence are highly susceptible 63 to bias [4, 5], to the point where large parts of the genomes are missed when sufficiently 64 different or absent from the reference. Alignment-free methods for measuring genetic 65 relatedness would help overcome this reference genome bias. 66 Another issue of concern is sample identification. A recent review [6] found that 67 sample misidentification occurs at an alarming rate. With ever increasing sample 68 numbers in (population) genetic projects, the issue of correct and consistent metadata 69 arises on several levels, technical (mix-up) and biological (misidentification). Large field, 70 PLOS 3/29 and entire gene bank collections are being DNA-sequenced. With sample handling from 71 the field through the laboratory to the sequence read files and eventual upload to data 72 repositories, there is ample opportunity for mix-ups and mislabeling of samples and files. 73 This problem is exacerbated by the often highly collaborative nature of such 74 undertakings. Some misidentifications might be virtually undetectable without 75 molecular genetic analysis, such as varying levels of ploidy, cryptic species, or 76 sub-genomes in (compilo)species complexes [7]. Unfortunately, much of this hidden 77 variation is easily overlooked by following aforementioned current best practices to 78 calculate genome-wide genetic relatedness from short read sequencing data. Erroneous 79 sample identification and/or underestimating the level of divergence has implications for 80 downstream analysis choices, such as which samples and populations to use for a 81 Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS); the missing heritability might then in fact 82
H = −(P log 2 P + (1 − P ) log 2 (1 − P )) (1) accuracy of the WIP metric relative to the IP metric increases as mean pairwise genetic 186 variation decreases (Fig 2b) . While the accuracy of the IP metric decreases markedly 187 below a mean pairwise distance (π) of approximately 0.01, the WIP metric does not 188 show such decrease (Fig 2b) . plot the relatedness between the same samples as revealed by kWIP, directly from the 207 raw sequencing reads. We note that the results are highly similar. decreases, the accuracy of relationship estimation decreases. We also provide PCA plots 212 of estimated genetic relatedness at varying coverages illustrating this decay 5b. We note 213 that the performance of kWIP to determine similarity is very good even at low coverages. 214
A two-fold genome coverage is enough to detect the major splits in this dataset 215 (Laboratory vs West vs East). does not require a reference genome sequence and is able to estimate the genetic 228 distances between samples with less data than is typically used to call SNPs against a 229 reference. As a k-mer-based method, kWIP is sequencing protocol and platform agnostic, 230 allowing use into the future. Japonica subgroups of O. sativa. We estimated the genetic similarity between runs in 439 each of these 100 sets with kWIP. The true distances between the different runs in the 440 3000 rice datasets are not known, but a topology and sample hierarchy can be inferred 441 from the metadata. We hence assessed the performance of kWIP in accurately clustering 442
replicates and recovering population structure against a mock distance matrix that 443 reflects the expected topology. We created a distance matrix in which each run had a 444 distance of zero to itself, a distance of 1 to each of its technical replicates (i.e., the other 445 sequencing runs belonging to the same sample), a distance of 2 to each run from other 446 samples in the same rice group (Indica or Japonica), and a distance of 4 to each run Spearman's rank correlation between sub-sampled datasets and the full dataset across a range of subset average genome coverages. (b) PCA plots of relatedness obtained using kWIP on selected sub-sampled datasets. "full" refers to the entire dataset (i.e., Fig 4b) , while "0.1x" refers to a sub-sampled dataset with average coverage of 0.1 over the C. reinhardtii genome (likewise for 1x, 2x, and so on). As noted in 4, a western (red) sample is sometimes obscured behind the cluster of laboratory strains (light blue) [24].
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(a) (b) Fig 6. Estimation of similarity between metagenomes. We used kWIP to examine the data of [25] . We replicate their observations (a) of stratification of root-associated microbiomes by rhizo-compartment (PC1) and experiment site (PC2). The separation is even more pronounced in the kWIP result (b), especially by cultivation site.
